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Abstract. IDentity-based Password Authentication and Key Establish-
ment (ID-PAKE) is an interesting trade-off between the security and ef-
ficiency, specially due to the removal of costly Public Key Infrastructure
(PKI). However, we observe that previous PAKE schemes such as Be-
guinet et al. (ACNS 2023), Pan et al. (ASIACRYPT 2023) , Abdallah
et al. (CRYPTO 2020) etc. fail to achieve important security properties
such as weak/strong Perfect Forward Secrecy (s-PFS), user authentica-
tion and resistance to replay attack. In addition, to the best of our knowl-
edge, no previous (P)AKE (either ID- based or PKI-based (P)AKEs)
could achieve s-PFS with two-rounds of communication. In this paper,
we propose a highly efficient ID-PAKE scheme with s-PFS and KGC-FS
using only two rounds of communication, where each party only performs
a single pairing operation. We compare our work with previous single
pairing-based schemes i.e. Tomida et al. (ESORICS 2019) and Lian et
al. (ESORICS 2020) and show that they suffer either s-PFS, KGC-FS
attack and replay attack. In order to achieve a privacy-preserving PAKE
scheme, we give a fix to Lian et al. (ESORICS 2020) in terms of KGC-FS
and user authentication.
We prove the security of our scheme under standard assumptions i.e., Dis-
crete Logarithms (DL) and q-strong Diffie-Hellman(q-sDH) assumption
in ID-eCK model. Finally, we conduct a proof-of-concept implementation
of our scheme vs. previous single pairing-based schemes and show that
our scheme imposes the least computation cost and stands in the middle
of previous scheme regarding communication cost.

Keywords: IDentity-based Password Authentication and Key Estab-
lishment (ID-PAKE) · Strong-Perfect Forward Secrecy(s-PFS) · KGC-FS
· User authentication · ID-eCK model

1 Introduction

Password Authentication and Key Establishment (PAKE) protocols enables two
parties who share a weak password to establish a strong session key. Given the
user-friendly and easy to memorize passwords, many PAKE protocols are put
forth by scholars [1–8]. Further, they are on the way to be standardized by
the IETF [9] and be used in standard protocols such as TLS/SSL[10]. How-
ever, TLS/SSL requires heavy-cost Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) in place.
Therefore, non PKI-based methods such as Zero Knowledge Proof(ZKP) [11],
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Key Encapsulation Mechanism (KEM) or identity-based PAKE are gaining more
attention[7, 8]. Adi Shamir’s pioneering work in the late 1970s laid the founda-
tion for identity-based AKE protocols [12]. Shamir introduced the concept of
identity-based cryptography, where public keys are derived from easily verifiable
information, such as an individual’s email address or username, eliminating the
need for traditional public key infrastructure. Following Shamir’s breakthrough,
subsequent research has focused on refining and expanding identity-based AKE
protocols. Noteworthy Canetti et al.[13] contributed to the formalization and
analysis of IDentity-based Authentication and Key Exchange protocols (ID-
AKE) protocols, ensuring their security and practical viability in diverse ap-
plications within the realm of secure communication and information exchange.
Bilinear pairing was employed within ID-AKE by Smart [14] for the first time.
This work ignited further works using either symmetric/asymmetric pairing.
However, most of the existing pairing-based ID-AKEs [15–23] require at least
two symmetric/asymmetric pairings by each participant, which reduces the effi-
ciency of ID-AKE schemes. Previous single pairing-based AKE schemes couldn’t
achieve a robust security proof in id-eCK model. [24, 25] In order to cope with
this efficiency and security bottleneck, single pairing-based ID-AKE scheme with
security proof in id-eCK model was developed for the first time by Tomida et
al. [26] Later, Lian et al. [27] put forth an Identity-Based Identity-Concealed
Authentication and Key Exchange protocols (IB-CAKE) with security proof in
extended id-eCK model, such that each party only performs a single pairing
operation. In the PAKE context, an efficient Identity-Based Password Authenti-
cated Key Exchange (IBPAKE) protocol using identity-based Key exchange was
suggested by Choi et al. [1]. Later, Shin [2] showed that Choi et al. [1] scheme en-
ables the malicious PKG (Private Key Generator) to obtain the clients password
and impersonate the server. Then, he suggested an improved PAKE to avoid such
threats and proved the security of his scheme in the random oracle model. How-
ever, we show that these schemes [1, 2] are prone to client impersonation attack,
lack of s-PFS, KG-FS and no user authentication. SPEKE[3], SPAKE2[3], and
TBPEKE [4] are simple password exponential key exchange. SPAKE enjoys se-
curity analysis in the random oracle model under the CDH assumption in the
multiplicative groups of finite fields. TBPEKE applies to any group such that
elliptic curves can be used at both client and the server to improve the effi-
ciency. Abdallah et al.[5] revised the PAKE notion in the framework of universal
composability and suggested a new functionality called lazy-extraction PAKE
(lePAKE). According to argument of Abdallah et al.[5], the most efficient PAKE
schemes currently known such as SPEKE[4], SPAKE2[4], and TBPEKE [5] can
still realize lePAKE functionality in the random-oracle model. KEM was also
suggested by Pan et al. [6] and Beguinet et al. [7] to construct secure PAKE
in the Beller-Pointcheval-Rogaway (BPR) and Universal Composability (UC)
model respectively.

However, we show that none of these efficient PAKE schemes [1–7] can pro-
vide s-PFS and user authentication. Further, the password can be easily recov-
ered using side channel attack on the client’s device.
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1.1 ID-(P)AKE challenges and our contributions

Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS) holds paramount importance in the realm of
(P)AKEs. PFS ensures that even if a long-term secret key is compromised, past
communications remain confidential [28]. This property can be classified into
strong PFS(s-PFS), weak PFS (w-PFS) and KGC-FS, which are briefly described
as follows:

– Weak PFS(w-PFS) ensures that no passive attacker can obtain the past
session key, after the compromise of the long-term private key of the partic-
ipants. The passive attackers can only eavesdrop the messages transmitted
through the public channel.

– Strong PFS(s-PFS) ensures that no active attacker can obtain the past ses-
sion key, upon compromise of the long-term private key of the participants.
Unlike passive attackers who may only eavesdrop on communication with-
out altering the messages, active attackers can manipulate or replay messages
into the authentication process with the intent of gaining unauthorized ac-
cess. Active attacks on authentication protocols may involve actions such as
impersonation, where the attacker pretends to be a legitimate user, or replay
attacks, where the adversary intercepts and reuses authentication messages
to gain access.

– KGC-FS ensures that no active attacker can obtain the past or future session
key, upon compromise of the long-term private key of the KGC. In contrast
to previous attacks, the long-term private key of the participants is no longer
revealed.

To the best of our knowledge all previous ID-based or non ID-based (P)AKE
schemes which could satisfy strong PFS property require at least three rounds
of communications. Therefore, it remains an open problem to design an efficient
ID-PAKE scheme with the strong PFS property using only two rounds of com-
munication. Other important security requirements in the context of ID-PAKE
include

– User authentication: In order to prevent the fraud upon exposure of the
client’s device, the real time user should be authenticated before accessing
the network.

– Off-line guessing attack resistance: Given the low-entropy size of the
passwords, the attacker might guess the password. This requirement pre-
vents the attacker to determine the correctness of his guess using the public
transmitted messages or the extracted user’s device (e.g. using side channel
attack [29]).

– On-line guessing attack resistance: This requirement limits the attacker
to run the protocol and establish the protocol with honest users with a
bounded number of password trials.

In a nutshell, the main challenges on the design of an efficient ID-PAKE
scheme can be summarized as follows:
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1. Only a single pairing operation is used by each participant.
2. Strong and KGC-FS are achieved using only two rounds of communications.
3. Replay attack , user and server impersonation are prevented such that it

doesn’t give rise to other serious attacks such as s-PFS.
4. User authentication is provided such that obtaining the client’s device doesn’t

enable the attacker to access the server.
5. It remains infeasible for the attacker to mount offline/online guessing attack

on the ID-PAKE.
6. A robust security proof is provided based on id-eCK security model and

standard assumptions.

Table 1. A general comparison of our proposed scheme vs. previous scheme.

Scheme
# of
pairing

Security
model

Properties

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8

Comm
round

AKE-Fujioka et al. [17] 2 id-eCK ! ! % % % % % % 2

AKE-Huang et al. [18] 2 id-eCK ! ! % % % % % % 2

AKE-Tomida et al. [26] 1 id-eCK ! ! % ! % % % % 2

AKE-Lian et al. [27] 1 ext id-eCK ! ! ! % ! ! % % 3

PAKE-Choi et al. [1] 1 BPR ! ! % ! % % % % 2

PAKE-Shin et al. [2] 1 BPR ! ! % ! % % % % 2

PAKE-Abdalla et al. [3] 0 Random oracle ! ! % ! % % % % 2

PAKE-Pointcheval et al. [4] 0 Real-Or-Random ! ! % ! % % % % 2/3

PAKE-Abdalla et al. [5] 0 UC ! ! % ! % % % % 2

PAKE-Abdalla et al. [6] 0 Random oracle ! ! % ! % % % % 2

PAKE-Pan et al. [7] 0 BPR ! % ! ! % % % % 2

PAKE-Beguinet et al. [8] 0 UC ! % ! ! % % % % 2

Our PAKE-PFS 1 id-eCK ! ! ! ! ! % ! ! 2

Our fix to Lian et al. [27] 1 ext id-eCK ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 3

P1: Mutual authentication P2: Weak Perfect Forward Security(W-PFS)
P3: Strong Perfect Forward Security(S-PFS) under leakage of participants long-term
private keys
P4: KGC Forward Security(KGC-FS) under leakage of KGC private key
P5: Replay attack / Impersonation security
P6: Identity concealment , P7: User authentication/password exposure attack
P8: Offline/online guessing attack resilience

In this paper, we make the following contributions to address the above
challenges:

1. We perform cryptanalysis of previous single pairing-based ID-AKE ([26, 27])
and non-PKI based PAKE schemes [1–8] . We show that they suffer serious
vulnerabilities such as user impersonation attack, no user authentication,
lack of KGC-FS and weak/strong PFS.
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2. We propose our ID-based PAKE protocol with strong-PFS , KGC-FS (ID-
PAKE-PFS) and single pairing operation using only two rounds of commu-
nication. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first (P)AKE protocol
that achieves strong PFS with two rounds of communication.

3. We prove the PAKE security i.e., session key security, strong PFS , KGC-
FS and resistance to online/offline guessing attack of our scheme in id-eCK
model. Our proof is based on standard security assumptions such as Discrete
Logarithms (DL) and 1-strong Diffie-Hellman(1-sDH) assumptions.

4. In order to achieve a privacy-preserving PAKE, We give an improvement
to Lian et al.’s scheme [27] in terms of user authentication and KGC-FS.
The KGC-FS security of the improved scheme is based on Computational
Diffie-Hellman(CDH) assumption.

5. We conduct a performance comparison between our scheme and previous
single pairing-based schemes through a proof-of-concept implementation in
Raspberry Pi 3 processors, which is widely used in IoT applications. The re-
sults indicate that our scheme imposes the least computation cost, compared
to previous single pairing schemes (Tomida et al.[26] and Lian et al.[27]) In
addition, the communication cost of our scheme is around one fourth of Lian
et al. [27] ’s scheme and very close to Tomida et al. [26]’s scheme.

A general comparison between our scheme and previous (P)AKE schemes is
shown in Table 1 in terms of the number of pairing, security model, security
properties and communication rounds.

2 Preliminary

2.1 Notation

The field Z/qZ is represented by Z∗
q for prime q. For each finite set S, s ∈U S

denotes that the value s is uniformly chosen from the finite set S. x||y denotes
the concatenation of two elements x, y ∈ {0, 1}∗.

2.2 Bilinear pairing and Assumptions

Definition 1 (Bilinear groups). Let p be a prime value. The groups G1, G2, GT

of order q are called bilinear groups if an efficiently computable bilinear map
e : G1 ×G2 → GT exists such that the following properties hold:

1. Bilinearity: For all g1 ∈ G1, g2 ∈ G2 and a, b ∈ Z∗
q , we have e(ga1 , g

b
2) =

e(g1, g2)
ab.

2. Non-degenerate: Assuming g1 as the generator of G1 and g2 as the generator
of G2 , then e(g1, g2) would be the generator of GT .

3. Computable: For all g1 as the generator of G1 and g2 as the generator of G2

, the function e(g1, g2) can be computed efficiently.
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Definition 2 (Discrete Logarithms (DL) Assumption [30]). Assuming
Z∗
q for prime q, and g as the generator of Z∗

q , Discrete Logarithms (DL) assump-
tion states that all PPT (Probabilistic Polynominal Time bounded) attackers can
not derive the value a, given (g, q, ga mod q) for a randomly chosen a ∈ Z∗

q with
non-negligible probability.

Definition 3 (q-strong Diffie-Hellman(q-sDH) Assumption [31]).
Assuming g1 as the generator of G1 and g2 as the generator of G2 , for

any random x ∈ Z∗
q , the q-strong Diffie-Hellman assumption states that any

PPT attacker can not obtain (g
1

x+c

2 , c) ∈ (G2, Z
∗
q ), given (g1, g

x
1 , g

x2

1 , ..., gx
q

1 , g2) ∈
(Gq+1

1 , G2), with non-negligible probability. In this paper, we use 1-sDH assump-
tion, in which the attacker is only given (g1, g

x
1 , g2) ∈ (G2

1, G2).

Definition 4 (Computational Diffie-Hellman(CDH) Assumption [32]).
Assuming g1 as the generator of G1, for any random x, y ∈ Z∗

q , the Com-
putational Diffie-Hellman(CDH) Assumption states that any PPT attacker can
not obtain gab1 ∈ G1, given (g1, g

x
1 , g

y
1 ∈ G1), with non-negligible probability.

3 Security model

In this section, we briefly review the id-eCK [18] as the first ID-based version of
the eCK security model developed by LaMacchia et al. [33].

3.1 Participants, Adversary and Security Experiments

In order to establish a robust security framework, it is crucial to define the main
participants involved in the system. Additionally, it is imperative to delineate the
adversary setting, identifying potential threats and their capabilities. This foun-
dational understanding sets the stage for a comprehensive analysis of security
measures.

Participants Each protocol participant Ui is a Probabilistic Polynomial Time
(PPT) turing machine, which is identified by a unique identifier IDi. We assume
that each participant Ui can execute a polynomial number of protocol instances
in parallel. For each party Ui communicating with peer Uj , we use πs

i to denote
the s-th instance of the communication (also known as a session/oracle). Each
instance πs

i has the following variables:

– pidsi : The identity of the communication peer with Ui in s-th session.
– rolesi : The communication role of the Ui such that rolesi ∈ {Initiator,Responder}.
– sssi : The session state memory of Ui in s-th session.
– lssi : The private long-term state memory of Ui.
– ksi : The session key of s-th session established by Ui.
– Ψs

i : This value represents whether party Pi has completed the s-th session
and accepted the key or not, s.t Ψs

i ∈ {∅, accept, reject}.
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Adversary The adversary A is also a PPT turing machine who can manage and
control the communication network between the participants via a Send (πs

i ,m)
query in session s executed between IDi and IDj . The message m is either
(IDi, IDj), (IDi, IDj , ci), (IDi, IDj , ci, cj). The adversary A does not access the
private information of participants directly. However, it can query the following
oracles to the challenger C:

– EphemeralKeyReveal(πs
i ): Upon calling this query, the ephemeral private

key stored in session state sssi used during πs
i is given to the adversary. In

practice, this query refers to different scenarios, such as secret ephemeral
values stored in unprotected memory of a device, or when the party’s random
number generator becomes compromised.

– SessionKeyReveal(πs
i ): This query models the leakage of the session key

of s-th session of party Ui communicating with Uj to the adversary. If Ψs
i ̸=

accept , this oracle returns ⊥. Otherwise, it returns (ksi )
– StaticKeyReveal(πs

i , IDi): The static private key of the party IDi and the
contents of the long-term states lssi is revealed to the attacker.

– KGCMasterKeyReveal: The KGC master private key is given to the at-
tacker. KGC forward security can be analyzed with this query.

– PasswordReveal(πs
i ): This query reveals the password of the attacker used

in session πs
i .

– Extract(πs
i ): This query reveals the contents of the party IDi’s device stored

in long term state lssi of session πs
i .

– Test(πs
i ) If Ψ

s
i ̸= accept , this oracle returns ⊥. Otherwise, it sets (k0 = ksi )

and k1 ∈U {0, 1}k. The challenger chooses a random challenge b ∈U {0, 1}
and returns kb to the attackerA.

– TestPW(πs
i ): This oracle sets pw0 = pws

i and pw1 ∈U {0, 1}l, where l
is the size of the password. The challenger C chooses a random challenge
b ∈U {0, 1} and returns pwb to the attacker A.

Security experiment We describe the security experiment ExpXπs
i ,A

(k) for ses-

sion key secrecy (SK), s-(P)FS , KGC-FS and Online/Offline Guessing Attack
(OGA) such that X ∈ {SK, s− (P )FS,KGC−FS,OGA}. The security experi-
ment ExpSK

πs
i ,A

(k) is run between the challenger C and the attacker A in the test
session πs

i as follows:

1. The challenger C outputs all public parameters such as KGC public key and
identity of participants to the attacker A.

2. The attackerA issues polynominal number of SessionKeyReveal ,Ephemer-
alKeyReveal and Send queries in any order.

3. The attacker A chooses a fresh session πs
i (Definition 7) as the test session

and issues Test(πs
i ) query only once.

4. It continues queries similar as step 2 to the test session πs
i except queries

which violate the definition of fresh session (Definition 6).
5. The attacker A guesses the bit b

′
for the value b chosen by the challenger C.

The security experiment returns
′
1
′
if b

′
= b or

′
0
′
if b

′ ̸= b.
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The security experiment ExpXπs
i ,A

(k) for the X ∈ {s − (P )FS,KGC − FS} is
similar to above experiment except that the attacker can issue the following
queries in step 4:

– For Exps−FS
πs
i ,A

(k), the attacker issues StaticKeyReveal(IDi) andPasswor-

dReveal(πs
i ) queries.

– For Exps−PFS
πs
i ,A

(k), the attacker issues both StaticKeyReveal(IDi) and

StaticKeyReveal(IDj) and PasswordReveal(πs
i ) queries.

– For ExpKGC−FS
πs
i ,A

(k), the attacker issuesKGCMasterKeyReveal andPass-

wordReveal(πs
i ) queries.

The online/offline guessing attack experiment ExpOGA
πs
i ,A

(k), is run between
the challenger C and the attacker A in the test session πs

i as follows:

1. The challenger C outputs all public parameters such as KGC public key and
identity of participants to the attacker A.

2. The attackerA issues polynominal number of Extract(πs
i ) and Send queries

in any order.
3. The attacker A chooses a random session πs

i as the test session and issues
TestPW(πs

i ) query only once.

4. The attacker A guesses the bit b
′
for b. The experiment returns

′
1

′
if b

′
= b

or
′
0

′
if b

′ ̸= b.

3.2 Security Definitions

Definition 5 (Origin oracle). The oracle πt
j is an origin oracle of πs

i if Ψs
i =

accept, Ψ t
j ̸= ∅ and messages sent by Ui equal the messages received by Uj i.e.,

sentsi = recvtj.

Definition 6 (Matching oracle). The completed oracles πs
i and πt

j,i are match-
ing if the following conditions hold:

1. Both πs
i and πt

j,i are origin oracle for each other.
2. pidsi = j and pidtj = i.
3. rolesi ̸= roletj.

Definition 7 (Freshness).
The oracle πs

i with matching oracle πt
j,i (if it exists) between honest party

IDi and its honest peer IDj is called fresh if none of following three conditions
hold:

1. The session key of πs
i or of its matching session πt

j,i (if it exists) is revealed
through SessionKeyReveal(πs

i ) or SessionKeyReveal(πt
j,i) queries.

2. The matching session πt
j,i exists and the adversary reveals one of the follow-

ing cases:
– Both the static key of IDi and ephemeral key of session πs

i by calling
both StaticKeyReveal(IDi)and EphemeralKeyReveal(πs

i ) queries.
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– Both the static key of IDj and ephemeral key of session πt
j by calling

both StaticKeyReveal(IDj)and EphemeralKeyReveal(πt
j) queries.

3. The session πt
j holds no matching sessions and the adversary reveals one of

the following cases:

– Both the static key of IDi and ephemeral key of session πs
i by calling

both StaticKeyReveal(IDi)and EphemeralKeyReveal(πs
i ) queries.

– The static key of IDj using either StaticKeyReveal(IDj) or KGC-
MasterKeyReveal.

Definition 8 (ID-AKE Security).

Let Pr[ExpXπs
i ,A

(k) = 1] denote the probability that the adversary A breaks
the X property of the test session πs

i . These properties include X = SK −
security, s − (P )FS,KGC − FS,OGA. The advantage of the adversary A in
breaking X property is defined as:

AdvXπs
i ,A(k) = Pr[ExpXπs

i ,A(k) = 1]− 1

2
(1)

Our ID-AKE-PFS is secure if for any PPT adversary A, the function AdvXπs
i ,A

(k)
is negligible in k.

4 Cryptanalysis of previous (P)AKE schemes

In this section, we describe the main vulnerabilities of previous non-PKI based
PAKE schemes [1–8] and ID-AKE schemes which employ single pairing ([26, 27]).
Their main limitations include user/server impersonation attack, lack of strong
Perfect Forward Secrecy (s-PFS), lack of KGC-FS and no user authentication.
These vulnerabilities are described as follows:

4.1 User/server impersonation attack

In Tomida et al. [26]’s scheme, any party including the attacker A, is able to
impersonate the user UA (or UB) by generating an ephemeral public key XA of
the user UA (or ephemeral public key XB of user UB). Similarly, in Pointcheval
et al.’s [4] scheme, the attacker A can impersonate the server S, generate the
values {Y = gy, ϵ} , replay the seed s and respond them to the client. Also, in
Abdalla et al.’s [3], Choi et al.’s [1] and Shin [2] scheme, the attacker can replay
the client’s first message (X∗/IDc,W,X/C,U1, U2) from previous session and
impersonate the client. While it remains infeasible for the attacker A to acquire
the session key K, it is imperative to acknowledge that the vulnerability posed
by impersonation attacks constitutes a significant risk to the overall security of
the scheme. In particular, it leads to the exposure of the scheme against s-PFS
property.
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4.2 Lack of weak Perfect Forward Secrecy (w-PFS)

Pan et al.’s [7] scheme as a tightly secure PAKE and Beguinet et al.[8]’s scheme
as a generic scheme proven in the Universal Composability (UC) model both suf-
fer weak PFS attack against a passive adversary. It suffices for the attacker A to
eavesdrop public transmitted messages MU ,MS/Epk,Ec of a target session and
derive the secret session key parameters as pk = D1(pw, e1), c = D1(pw, e2), k =
Decaps(c, sk), pw/pk = D1(pw||ssid, Epk), c = D1(pw||ssid, Ec), k = Decaps(c, sk)
after obtaining the long term secrets of the client (pw, sk).

4.3 Lack of strong Perfect Forward Secrecy (s-PFS)

Thanks to the successful user/server impersonation attack (section 4.1), Tomida
et al. [26], Pointcheval et al.’s [4], Abdalla et al.’s [3], Choi et al.’s [1] and Shin
[2] ’s scheme can not provide s-PFS. In Tomida et al. [26]’s scheme, the at-
tacker can impersonate the user UA to party UB by generating an ephemeral
private/public key xA/XA. Once the secret long-term key of the user UA (KA)
is leaked, the attacker can obtain the previous established session keys as σ =
e((XB(WgiA1 )dB )xA+dA ,KA),K = H4(σ, IDA, IDB , XA, XB) and thereby vio-
late the s-PFS property. In Pointcheval et al.’s [4] scheme, once the attacker A
queries the ephemeral values of the server in an exposed session (y, ϵ), it can
replay the server’s response of the exposed session to the test session to imper-
sonate the server. After getting the password (pw), it can compute the session
key ek, sk of the test session. Similarly in Abdalla et al.’s [3], Choi et al.’s [1] and
Shin [2] ’s scheme, once the attacker A queries the ephemeral values of the client
in an exposed session (x/x, r), it can replay the client’s request of the exposed
session to the test session to impersonate the client. After getting the password
(pw) and the private keys of the client (skIDc) , it can compute the session key
skc of the test session.

4.4 Lack of KGC Forward Secrecy(KGC-FS)

In Lian et al.[27] ’s scheme, once the KGC secret key i.e., msk is revealed, thanks
to the bilinear property of the bilinear pairing, not only the current session key,
but also all previous and future session keys are exposed to the attacker. In order
to obtain the session key between the initiator IDA with ephemeral public key
X and responder IDB with ephemeral public key Y , the attacker can compute
the session key as (K1,K2) = KDF (e(X,Y )msk, X||Y ).

4.5 No user authentication/password exposure attack

In most PAKE schemes [1–8], the password is stored directly in the client’s device
in plaintext. Therefore, extracting the client’s device (e.g. using side channel
attack) would enable the attacker to derive the password pw. In addition, no
user authentication is provided such that obtaining the client’s device suffices to
access the network services.
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5 Our ID-based PAKE Protocol with s-PFS
(ID-PAKE-PFS)

In this section, we present our ID-based PAKE Protocol with s-PFS property
(ID-AKE-PFS). We assume k as the security parameter, H1, H2 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗

q

and H3 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}k. The symmetric encryption/decryption functions are
also denoted as Enc/Dec : {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}k → {0, 1}k

KGC registration

1. The KGC chooses a master secret key w ∈ Z∗
q and broadcasts his public key

W = gw1 .
2. For each party (client/server) Ui = Ci/Uj = Si with identity IDi/IDj ,

KGC assigns a static secret key as SKi = g
1

w+di
2 /SKj = g

1
w+dj

2 , where
di = H1(IDi, tregi), dj = H1(IDj). Here tregi is the registration time of Ui.
In addition, the KGC assigns and delivers a password pwij ∈ {0, 1}l to both
Ci and Sj , through a secure channel. Here, 104 ≤ l ≤ 106 denotes the size
of the password.

3. As the client receives the password pwij and static key SKi, it chooses a small
integer 22 ≤ ni ≤ 23 and stores the values hpwij = H3((pwij , IDi) mod ni),
ESKi = (SKi ⊕ pwij), ni, tregi in his memory.

4. The server Sj also stores his static key SKj and adds a tuple (IDi, pwij , blisti =
∅, tregi) in his database for each client IDi.

Participants The mutual authentication between the user IDA, client CA and
the server SB is depicted in Figure 1. The main steps of the authentication
consists of:

1. The user inputs his identity ID
′

A and password pw
′

AB into the client’s

device, which aborts if the relation hpwij = H3((pw
′

AB , ID
′

A) mod ni

doesn’t holds. Otherwise, it authenticates the user and retrieves the static
secret key as SKA = ESKA ⊕ pwAB and chooses a nonce rA ∈ {0, 1}k
to compute xA = H2(SKA, rA). Then, it sets the ephemeral public key as
XA = SKxA

A , computes cA = Enc((IDA, XA), H3(pwAB , tA)) and sends
(πs

A,B , tregi , IDA, tA, cA) to server SB . Here, tA is the current time-stamp.
It also erases xA from the session state sssA.

2. Upon receiving (πs
A,B , t

′

regA , IDA, tA, cA), the server SB makes sure over

the freshness of the time-stamp if t
′

A − tA ≤ ∆ holds. Here, t
′

A is the
current time-stamp. It retrieves the registration time tregA and the pass-

word pwAB corresponding to IDA from his database and aborts if t
′

regA ̸=
tregA . Otherwise, it decrypts (ID

′

A, XA) = Dec(cA, H3(pwAB , tA)) and re-

jects the client’s request if ID
′

A ̸= IDA and increments the client’s block
list blistA+ . Also, it revokes the client IDA and asks him to register again
if blistA ≥ Ni = 5. Otherwise, it chooses a nonce rB ∈ {0, 1}k to compute
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xB = H2(SKB , rB), sets the ephemeral public key as XB = SKxB

B and
computes cB = Enc((IDB , XB), H3(pwAB , tB)), where tB denotes the cur-
rent time-stamp. It sends (πs

A,B , IDB , tB , cB) to client UA and computes the
session key K as:

dA = H1(IDA, tregA), σB = e(WgdA
1 , XxB

A ),K = H3(σB , IDA, IDB , tA, tB , XA, XB)
(2)

Then, it erases xB from the session state sssB .

Fig. 1. A schematic of our ID-AKE-PFS

3. As the party UA receives (πs
A,B , IDB , tB , cB), it makes sure over the fresh-

ness of the time-stamp if t
′

B − tB ≤ ∆ holds, where t
′

B denotes the cur-

rent time-stamp. It decrypts cB as (ID
′

B , XB) = Dec(cB , H3(pwAB , tB))

and rejects the server’s response if ID
′

B ̸= IDB . Otherwise, it computes
xA = H2(SKA, rA) for one more time and computes the session key as fol-
lows:

dB = H1(IDB), σA = e(WgdB
1 , XxA

B ),K = H3(σA, IDA, IDB , tA, tB , XA, XB)
(3)
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Correctness It can be shown that the two participants UA, UB derive the same
session key, if they run the protocol honestly:

σA = e(WgdA
1 , XxB

A ) = σB = e(WgdB
1 , XxA

B ) = gxAxB

T (4)

6 Security Proof of Our ID-AKE-PFS

Theorem 1. Our proposed ID-AKE-PFS scheme achieves SK-security in the
id-eCK model under 1-sDH and DL assumptions. The advantage of the attacker
AdvSK

A (k) is upper bounded by:

AdvSK
A (k) = Pr[ExpSK

πs
i ,A(k) = 1]− 1

2
≤ 2s(k)n2(k)t(k)

Pr(S)
|pwij |

+

[s(k)n2(k)t(k) +
s2(k)t(k)

2
]
Pr(F)

|pwij |

(5)

Here , Pr(S), P r(F) denote the success probability of the 1-sDH and DL
solvers. Given the 1-sDH and DL assumptions, we can claim that AdvSK

A (k) is
negligible in terms of the security parameter k.

Proof. In order to breaks the SK-secrecy in security experiment i.e. ExpSK
πs
i ,A

(k) =
1, and distinguish the session key of the test session from a random string, the
attacker has the following methods:

1. Key impersonation (M1): The attacker A computes either the value SKA, xA

or SKB , xB by itself, constructs the value σA, σB and queries H3 in the test
session πs

A,B owned by party UA.
2. Key replication (M2): The attacker A forces the session key of an exposed

non-matching session to be the same as the session key of the test session
πs
A,B . As the non-matching session is exposed, the attacker can learn the

session key of the test session πs
A,B . However, the key derivation function

(H3) of the test session includes the identities and public ephemeral keys
of the participants. Therefore, the success probability of the attacker A is
negligible, as two non-matching sessions can not have the same identities
and public ephemeral keys.

As the second method is not feasible (Pr[M2] = 0), the success probability of
the attacker is represented as

Pr[ExpSK
πs
i ,A(k) = 1] = Pr[M1]Pr[ExpSK

πs
i ,A(k) = 1|M1]+

Pr[M2]Pr[ExpSK
πs
i ,A(k) = 1|M2]+Pr[1−(M1+M2)]Pr[ExpSK

πs
i ,A(k) = 1|¬(M1∨M2)]

≤ Pr[M1](Pr[ExpSK
πs
i ,A(k) = 1|M1]−

1

2
) +

1

2

In the following, we focus on the possible scenarios of the first method
(Pr[M1] = Pr[S1] + Pr[S2]):
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Scenario 1 (S1): The test session πs
i has no matching session owned by an

honest party.

Scenario 2 (S2): The test session πs
i holds a matching session owned by an

honest party.

6.1 Scenario 1 (S1)

For this scenario, two cases can be considered such that (Pr[S1] = Pr[S1.1] +
Pr[S1.2]):

Case 1.1 (S1.1): The static private key owned by the party IDi = A has never
been revealed to the adversary A. (According to the freshness definition, the
ephemeral secret keys of the party IDi = A can be obtained to the attacker.)
In order to obtain the session key of the test session πs

i , the attacker needs
to guess the password (with probability 1

|pwij | ) and the static key of either the

owner of the test session (SKA) or its peer (SKB) to compute xA or xB , respec-
tively. Therefore, we construct the solver S of the 1-sDH problem which aims to
compute SKA or SKB . Given n(k) honest parties for the security parameter k
and s(k) sessions for each party, the solver S guesses that party A is commu-
nicating with party B with probability 1

n(k)2 , and chooses session s as the test

session with probability 1
s(k) . Further, it chooses random static private keys for

the remaining n-1 parties (including B). Then, it responds the A’s queries as
follows:

1. Send (πs
i , (IDi, IDj)): If IDi ̸= A/B , the solver S follows the proto-

col honestly and outputs the first message ci = EncH3(pwij ,ti)(SK
xi
i ) to

the attacker. If IDi = A/B, the solver S computes the static private key
SKA/SKB by solving 1-sDH problem. Then, it outputs cA = EncH3(pwAB ,tA)(SK

xA

A )
or cB = EncH3(pwAB ,tB)(SK

xB

B ) to the attacker.
2. Send (πs

i , (IDi, IDj , ci)): If IDi ̸= A/B , the solver S executes the pro-
tocol honestly and outputs the second message cj = EncH3(pwij ,tj)(SK

xj

j )
to the attacker. If IDj = A/B, the solver computes the static private key
SKA/SKB by solving 1-sDH problem, and outputs cA = EncH3(pwij ,ti)(SK

xA

A )
or cB = EncH3(pwij ,ti)(SK

xB

B ) to the attacker.
3. Send (πs

i , (IDi, IDj , ci, cj)): If this query has been used before or query item
1 is not executed, the solver S aborts. Otherwise, it computes the session
key K according to the protocol specification.

4. H1(IDj): If this query is called for the first time, a random string hj ∈ Z∗
q

is given to the attacker. Otherwise, the same value is output as before.
5. H2(SKj , rj): If this query is called before, the solver S outputs the same

value. Otherwise, it outputs the value e(g1, SKj) if e(Wg
dj

1 , SKj) = gT
holds. Else, it returns a random string xj ∈ Z∗

q to the attacker if the relation

e(Wg
dj

1 , SKj) = gT doesn’t hold.
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6. H3(σ, IDi, IDj , Xi, Xj): If the oracle H3(σ, IDi, IDj , Xi, Xj) is called be-
fore, the solver S outputs the same value. Otherwise, it checks whether the
output of the query Send (πs

i , (IDi, IDj , Xi)) is Xj . If so, it gives the session
key K computed in query Send (πs

i , (IDi, IDj , ci, cj)) to the attacker A.
7. SessionKeyReveal(πs

i , IDi, IDj , Xi, Xj): If π
s
i is the test session, the sim-

ulator S aborts. Otherwise, it checks if the records of the query Send
(πs

i , (IDi, IDj , ci, cj)) exists. If they indeed exist, it gives the session key
K computed in this oracle to the attacker.

8. StaticKeyReveal (IDi): If IDi = A/B , the simulator S aborts. Otherwise,
it returns the corresponding static private keys to the attacker A.

9. EphemeralKeyReveal(πs
i ): The simulator S returns the ephemeral pri-

vate keys ri, rj used in the first two queries i.e., Send (πs
i , (IDi, IDj)),

Send(πs
i , (IDi, IDj , ci).

10. Test(πs
i ): If π

s
i is not the test session, the simulator S aborts. Otherwise, it

returns a random string K ∈ {0, 1}k to the adversary A.

As the test session s(k) and participants are chosen among n(k) honest parties
in a random manner, the success probability of the simulator S would be as
follows:

Pr(S) ≥ |pwij |
s(k)n2(k)t(k)

Pr[S1.1](k) (6)

Here, Pr[S1.1](k) denotes the probability that the case 1.1 (S1.1) occurs and
t(k) is the bound of hash Hi(·), 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 queries called by the attacker A.

Case 1.2 (S1.2): The static private key owned by the party IDi = A has been
revealed to the adversary A, but the ephemeral private keys i.e., ri, rj or xi, xj

of the test session πs
i are not exposed. Given the static private key of party A

i.e.,SKA and the public ephemeral key XA, the attacker needs the ephemeral
private keys xA to compute the session key K. Therefore, we construct the DL
problem simulator F . All the query responses are the same as case 1.1, except
the following queries:

1. Queries Send (πs
i , (IDi, IDj) and Send (πs

i , (IDi, IDj , ci)) are the same as
case 1.1 if πs

i is not the test session. Otherwise, the solver F aborts.
2. Send (πs

i , (IDi, IDj , ci, cj)): If π
s
i is not test session, or IDi ̸= A/B, the

same response is given as case 1.1. Otherwise, if IDi = B, the solver F
aborts as no matching session exists in this case. If IDi = A, it obtains the
private ephemeral key xi corresponding to Xi by solving DL problem. Then,
it computes the session key K according to the protocol specification.

3. StaticKeyReveal(IDi): If IDi = B , the simulator F aborts. Otherwise,
it returns the corresponding static keys to the attacker.

4. EphemeralKeyReveal(πs
i ): If π

s
i is not the test session, the same response

is given as case 1.1. Otherwise, it aborts.

The success probability of the simulator F is:
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Pr(F) ≥ |pwij |
s(k)n2(k)t(k)

Pr[S1.2](k) (7)

Here, Pr[S1.2](k) denotes the probability that the case 1.2 (S1.2) occurs and
t(k) is the bound of hash Hi(·), 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 queries called by the attacker A.

6.2 Scenario 2

For this scenario, a series of cases emerge such that (Pr[S2] = Pr[S2.1] +
Pr[S2.2] + Pr[S2.3] + Pr[S2.4]):

Case 2.1 (S2.1): The static private key owned by the party IDi = A in πs
i and

IDj = B in matching session πt
j has been revealed to the adversary A.

In this case, the attacker possess SKA, SKB . Given the public valuesXA, XB ,
the attacker needs to solve the DL problem to compute xA or xB , in order to
compute the session key. Therefore, we construct the solver F which responds
the attacker’s queries similar to case 1.2, except the following queries:

1. Send (πs
i , (IDi, IDj , ci, cj), π

t
j , (IDj , IDi, cj , ci)): If π

s
i or πt

j is not test ses-
sion, or IDi ̸= A/B, the same response is given as case 1.1. Otherwise, it
obtains the private ephemeral key xi corresponding to Xi by solving DL
problem. Then, it computes the session key K according to the protocol
specification.

2. StaticKeyReveal(IDi or IDj ): The simulator F returns the corresponding
static keys SKi or SKj to the attacker.

The attacker A chooses one of two sessions as the test session and the other as
the matching session among s(k) sessions. Therefore, the success probability of
the simulator F would be:

Pr(F) ≥ 2|pwij |
s2(k)t(k)

Pr[S2.1](k) (8)

Here, Pr[S2.1](k) denotes the probability that the case 2.1 (S2.1) occurs and
t(k) is the bound of hash Hi(·), 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 queries called by the attacker A.

Case 2.2 (S2.2): The static private key of the owner of πs
i (SKA) and the

ephemeral key owned by the owner of πt
j (rB) have been revealed to the adversary

A. In this case, the attacker has two ways to derive the session key K. She
can either obtain the static private key SKB using the 1-sDH solver S or the
ephemeral private key rA using the DL solver F . The response of the solver
S is similar to case 1.1, except to change the role of IDi = A to IDi = B
and πs

i to πt
j . The response of the solver F is also similar to case 1.2, except

EphemeralKeyReveal(πs
i ) can reveal rB .
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Case 2.3 (S2.3): The static private key of the owner of πt
j (SKB) and the

ephemeral key owned by the owner of πs
i,j (rA) have been revealed to the adver-

sary A. Similar to case 2.2, the attacker has two options to derive the session
key K. She can either obtain the static private key SKA using the 1-sDH solver
S or the ephemeral private key rB using the DL solver F . The response of the
solver S is similar to case 1.1. The response of the solver F is also similar to
case 1.2, except changing πs

i,j to πt
j and SKA to SKB .

Case 2.4 (S2.4): The ephemeral private key of the owner of πs
i (rA) and the

ephemeral key owned by the owner of πt
j (rB) have been revealed to the adversary

A.
In cases 2.2 , 2.3 and 2.4, the attacker A chooses the test session randomly

among s(k) sessions. It chooses participant A as the owner of the test session
and B as its peer randomly among n(k) honest parties.

Therefore, together with equation (6), the success probability of the solver S
would be:

Pr(S) ≥ maxi=1.1,2.2,2.3,2.4{
|pwij |

s(k)n2(k)t(k)
Pr[Si](k)} (9)

Here, Pr[S2.2](k), P r[S2.3](k), P r[S2.4](k) correspond to probability of cases
2.2 , 2.3 and 2.4, respectively. In addition, the success probability of the solver
F would be:

Pr(F) ≥ max{ |pwij |
s(k)n2(k)t(k)

Pr[S1.2](k),
2|pwij |
s2(k)t(k)

Pr[S2.1](k)} (10)

Therefore, the success probability of the attacker A to impersonate the key
(Pr[M1](k) would be:

Pr[M1](k) ≤
s(k)n2(k)t(k)

|pwij |
[Pr(S) + Pr(F)] (11)

if Pr[S2.1] ≤ Pr[S1.2] or

Pr[M1](k) ≤
s(k)n2(k)t(k)

|pwij |
Pr(S) + s2(k)t(k)

2|pwij |
Pr(F) (12)

if Pr[S1.2] ≤ Pr[S2.1].
Given the DL and 1-sDH assumptions, the success probability of the solvers

F and S are negligible. Therefore, the attacker has negligible chance to break
the SK-security of our scheme in both scenarios 1 and 2, which completes our
proof.

Theorem 2. Our proposed ID-AKE-PFS scheme achieves s-PFS and KGC-
FS security in the id-eCK model under DL and 1-sDH assumption. That is,
the functions Advs−PFS

A (k), AdvKGC−FS
A (k) are negligible in terms of security

parameter k.
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Proof. According to security experiment Exp
s−(P )FS
πs
i ,A

(k) (section 3.1), after get-

ting the public parameters in the first step, the attacker may call the following
queries:

1. EphemeralKeyReveal oracle reveals the nonces rl, rm of non-matching
sessions to the test session πs

i corresponding to previous public ephemeral
keys Xl, Xm such that Xl ̸= Xi, Xm ̸= Xj .

2. SessionkeyReveal oracle reveals the session key K of non-matching ses-
sions to the test session πs

i .

3. It applies Send query to non-matching sessions to the test session πs
i to

obtain the public parameters cl/cm such that cl ̸= ci, cm ̸= cj . Here, ci, cj
are the messages of the test session πs

i .

4. It might try to apply Send query to the test session πs
i and replay public

values cl/cm of the non-matching sessions to the test session πs
i . However,

the time dependency of the values cl/cm, prevent such replay attack.

5. It might try to forge a secret/public ephemeral key xi = H2(SKi, ri), Xi =
SKxi

i encrypt them as ci = Enc(Xi, H3(pwij , ti)) and apply Send(ci) query
to the test session πs

i . Toward this goal, the attacker needs the 1-sDH problem
simulator S to obtain the static secret key SKi and the password pwij (with
probability 1

|pwij | ) for encryption of the public ephemeral key. Based on the

1-sDH assumption, the attacker has negligible success probability in this
step. As the test session s(k) and participants are chosen among n(k) honest
parties in a random manner, the success probability of the simulator S would
be as follows:

Pr(S) ≥ |pwij |
s(k)n2(k)

Pr[Send(ci)](k) (13)

After choosing a fresh instance πs
i in the third step, the attacker A obtains

SKA/SKB in case of s-FS and SKA, SKB in case of s-PFS in the fourth step. It
can still query oracles as step 2. In this case, the attacker faces similar scenario as
the case 2.1 (S2.1) in ExpSK

πs
i ,A

(k) experiment. Therefore, the success probability
of the attacker in this experiment would be:

Pr[Exp
s−(P )FS
πs
i ,A

(k) = 1] ≤ s(k)n2(k)

|pwij |
Pr(S) + s2(k)t(k)

2|pwij |
Pr(F) (14)

Further, the KGCMasterKeyReveal enables the attacker to obtain the
static secret keys of any participant such as SKA and SKB in the fourth step of
ExpKGC−FS

πs
i ,A

(k) experiment. As no other parameter of the session key depend

upon the KGC secret key w, this experiment would resemble Exps−PFS
πs
i ,A

(k) ex-
periment.

Theorem 3. Our proposed ID-AKE-PFS scheme achieves offline and online
guessing attack security under 1-sDH assumption. That is, the functions AdvOGA

A (k)
is negligible in terms of security parameter k.
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Proof. In order to mount offline/online guessing attack, the attacker A(k) per-
forms the experiment ExpOGA

πs
i ,A

(k) mentioned in section 3.1 and either:

1. Obtain the user’s device parameters by querying Extract(πs
i ) oracle to ob-

tain hpwij , ESKi, ni. Given the modular property of hpwij , the success prob-
ability of the attacker A(k) to derive pwij would be 1

|pwij−ni| . In addition,

obtaining the password pwij from the value ESKi would also require 1-sDH
problem solver S to derive SKi and pwij = SKi ⊕ ESKi

2. It can issue Send and EphemeralKey(πs
i ) query to instance πs

i as the test
session to obtain ci, cj , ri, rj . It queries TestPW(πs

i ) and guesses pwij as

pw
′

ij . However, in order to computeXi/Xj and verify his guess by decrypting
ci/cj , the attacker needs 1-sDH problem solver S to obtain SKi/SKj . The
test session πs

i is chosen among s sessions and n2 parties.

3. It might generate a nonce r
′

i, guess pwij as pw
′

ij , compute Xi using 1-sDH
problem solver S and issue Send(Xi) query to instance πs

i . As the responder
Uj revokes the user Ui after Ni = 5 unvalid trials, the success probability of

the attacker would be n(k)2s(k)Pr(S)
Ni|pwij−ni| .

Given the above ways, the success probability of the attacker would be:

Pr[ExpOGA
πs
i ,A (k) = 1] =

n(k)2s(k)Pr(S)
Ni|pwij − ni|

+
1

|pwij − ni|
(15)

7 Our fix to Lian et al.’s scheme [27]

As shown in Figure 2, we suggest a fix to Lian et al.’s scheme [27] to achieve
KGC-FS and user authentication. Toward this goal, each party Ui multiplies
the nonce ri with the generator g1 to compute Ri. The key derivation function
(KDF ) takes the value Rri

j as input. Therefore, compromise of the KGC master
key msk doesn’t enable the attacker to derive the past session keys, as the
adversary has negligible chance to derive the KDF input Rri

j , based on the DH
assumption. In addition, to prevent device stolen attack, each party retrieves
the static key SKi from the user’s device after inputting his password PW such
that SKi = ESKi ⊕ PW .

8 Implementation

In this section, we analyze and compare the performance of our ID-AKE-PFS
scheme with previous single pairing-based AKE schemes [26, 27] through a proof-
of-concept implementations. Using Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ with 8 GB RAM
and ARM Cortex-A53 @ 1.4 GHz processor, we implement the main primi-
tives of our scheme and previous single pairing-based AKE schemes [26, 27] by
employing MIRACLE library for pairing operation and HMAC method from
OPENSSL library for the hash function H. We use Koblitz curve secp256k1
and secp521r1 for G1 and G2, respectively. The curve parameters are chosen
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Fig. 2. Lian et al.’s scheme [26] with KGC-FS

according to standards for efficient cryptography [34]. In Table 2, we summarize
the main results of our performance comparison. Our implementation results
for each primitive are the average time out of 100 iterations. As shown in the
computation column, our ID-AKE-PFS scheme has two less curve multiplication
operation and two less addition operations than Tomida et al.[26] In addition, no
encryption/decryption operation is employed in contrast to scheme Lian et al.
[27]. In overall, our scheme has reduced CPU clock cycle and imposes the least
computation cost compared to previous schemes [26, 27]. Further the bit length
of transmitted messages are shown in the bit length column. The group order G1

of Tomida et al.[26] scheme is 462 bits, with overall overhead of 2 × 462 = 924
bits. Lian et al. [27] scheme imposes 2H1 + 2C = 3968 bits , as SHA-256 is
used for hash function H1 with ciphertext of size 216 bytes. In our scheme, we
choose 521-bit groups G2 for the public keys leading to 2 × 512 = 1024 bits of
communication overhead. This is a remarkable reduction compared to Lian et
al. scheme [27].
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Table 2. The performance comparison of our scheme vs. previous single pairing-based
schemes

Scheme Assumption
Pairing
type

Computation (ms)
Clock

cycle(million)
Bit

length(bit)

Tomida et al.[26]
XDHT,

q-Gap-BCA
Asym

1P + 3AddG1

4H + 5MultG1 = 28.407
3.977 2G1 = 924

Lian et al. [27]
Gap-BDH,
AEAD

Asym , sym
1P + E +D + 2MultG1

+3H + 1MultGT = 25.68
3.596 2H1 + 2C = 3968

Our scheme 1-sDH , DL Asym
1P + 1AddG1 + 3H

+1MultG1

+2MultG2 = 24.464
3.425 2G2 = 1024

9 Conclusion

In conclusion, our research delves into the realm of Identity-based Password Au-
thentication and Key Establishment (ID-PAKE). Despite the existence of previ-
ous PAKE schemes, including those proposed by Beguinet et al. (ACNS 2023),
Pan et al. (ASIACRYPT 2023), Abdallah et al. (CRYPTO 2020), we identified
shortcomings in terms of crucial security properties such as weak/strong Perfect
Forward Secrecy (s-PFS), user authentication, and resistance to replay attacks.

Addressing these limitations, our contribution introduces a highly efficient
ID-PAKE scheme boasting both s-PFS and KGC-FS with the remarkable achieve-
ment of requiring only two rounds of communication, each involving a single
pairing operation. In contrast to previous single pairing-based schemes, such as
those by Tomida et al. (ESORICS 2019) and Lian et al. (ESORICS 2022), our
proposed scheme demonstrates resilience against s-PFS, KGC-FS attacks, and
replay attacks.

To substantiate the security claims, we provide rigorous proofs under stan-
dard assumptions like Discrete Logarithms (DL) and q-strong Diffie-Hellman
(q-sDH) within the ID-eCK model. Furthermore, a proof-of-concept implemen-
tation of our scheme against previous single pairing-based schemes showcases
not only the robust security but also the least computation cost. In terms of
communication cost, our scheme holds a favorable position, striking a balance
between efficiency and security compared to its predecessors.

This work advances the landscape of ID-PAKE, providing a secure and effi-
cient solution with notable improvements over existing schemes, thus contribut-
ing to the ongoing discourse on password authentication and key establishment.
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